STUDENT BRIEFS

Awards Day

Awards Day provides the opportunity for the Georgia Law community to recognize the achievements
of its students and faculty. One of the honors presented is membership in the Order of the Coif, which includes those who
graduated in the top 10 percent of their class. The Class of 2010 inductees included: (front, l. to r.) Tim Lee, Theresa Beaton,
Caitlin Crist, Katelyn Fredericks, Chad Hayes, Anna Howard, Kate Jenson, Eric Stolze, (back, l. to r.) Jeffrey Fisher, Josh Wood,
Jeffrey Zachman, Jonathan Parente and Bobby Marston. Also receiving this honor were: Patrick Baldwin, Karl Broder, Chris
Churchill, Dan Davis, Elizabeth Freeman, Lauren Holtzclaw, Rachel Jones, Kevin Murphy and Alex Rowland (not shown).

Law School Life

Paul Begala Visits UGA
Paul Begala, CNN political reporter and former
counselor to President Bill Clinton, stopped by Georgia
Law to speak with students about the midterm
elections and the important role lawyers play in
the political arena. While on campus, Begala also
presented “Show Business for Ugly People: Why Politics
Matters” to the broader UGA community.

Alumni Enhance Law School Life

Each year, members of Georgia
Law’s alumni body return to the law school to teach courses, serve as guest lecturers, conduct job
interviews, and mentor and coach students. For example, earlier this year former Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of Georgia Norman Fletcher (J.D.’58)
(left) came to campus to share with students how he
went from working in a small town law practice to
serving on the highest court in the state.
Below, pictured with students, Phil Norwood (J.D.’75)
(center), CEO of Faison, participated in a roundtable
series designed to expose students to a variety of career
opportunities in both law and business. Bob Schramm
(LL.B.’66), founder of Schramm, Williams & Associates,
also participated in this program this year.

Law School Community Service Day
The law school’s Public Interest Law Council organized two community
service days this past year. Each project was sponsored by a different student
organization and included activities such as creating care packages for men
and women in the armed forces, volunteering at Colbert Vet Rescue and
helping out with landscaping needs for the Athens Area Homeless Shelter.
Here, members from the Davenport-Benham Black Law Students Association
work to help preserve the Brooklyn Cemetery, a historic Athens graveyard.
Workers for this project included: (l. to r.) first-year student Amina Bakari,
second-year students Sherida Jones and Ronald Legette, and third-year
students Selina Tom-Johnson and Meghan Callier.
Advocate 2011
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Andrew Regan: From successful scientist to patent lawyer
“… Regan hopes to
bridge the gap between
theoretical research and
tangible improvements
to society.”
When considering which law schools to
apply to, he focused on the Southeast.
“I wanted to come south for law school
and escape the cold winters. My wife was
offered a position as a veterinarian at the
University of Georgia vet school, so Georgia
Law was the perfect fit, both for reputation
and for location.”
As a student at Georgia Law, Regan
has wasted no time in finding intellectual
cience has always come naturally for
property law connections. He was a 1L
rising second-year student Andrew
section representative in the school’s
D. Regan, and as an undergraduate, he
Intellectual Property Law Society, and he
thought he knew exactly what to do with
recently took and passed the patent bar
his talent.
exam. In addition, he secured an intellectual
After earning his B.S. in microbiology, property internship at a pharmaceutical
Regan received a doctoral fellowship from
company for this summer.
the National Institutes of Health and
As a future patent attorney, Regan
completed his Ph.D. in microbiology at
hopes to bridge the gap between
Cornell University. But the intensely narrow theoretical research and tangible
focus changed his mind about pursuing a
improvements to society.
career in scientific research.
“When I was conducting research I
“When I was in undergrad I took a
wondered, ‘Is this ever going to benefit
diverse range of subjects such as biology,
anyone?’ But once we started patenting the
chemistry and physics. Every day I learned discoveries, I thought, ‘Okay, now we’re
something new, and I loved it. But
moving it towards becoming a drug and it
conducting actual research necessitated a
may make a difference someday.’
much more narrow focus.”
“I really like the idea of sitting right
Despite this, Regan found success
on that line between taking research that
studying viral diseases such as influenza and goes on in the lab and moving it towards
SARS. He also conducted groundbreaking something that is a benefit to society. Patent
research on the treatment of feline
attorneys are right in the middle of it all
coronavirus, and he published many papers because, without patent protection, most
in leading scientific journals.
companies won’t be incentivized to develop
In addition, Cornell filed multiple
and commercialize new technologies.”
patents on his coronavirus discoveries
Regan’s main interests now are emerging
including a first-in-line treatment and a
biotechnologies such as biopharmaceuticals
new diagnostic test. It was this process that and biofuels.
led Regan toward a legal career.
“I think research in these areas will
“I talked with the university’s patent
continue to grow and evolve dramatically
attorneys about their job. They had
over the coming decades. Providing
a wide range of clients and had to be
intellectual property protection for
experts in many areas. That reminded me inventions in these fields will require
of what I liked about studying science in lawyers that understand the science they are
undergrad and got me interested in going based on. That’s where I hope to position
to law school.”
myself in the future.”
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Sam Newsome: A family man
and future JAG

T

he U.S. Marine Corps tells its
troops to lead by example, and for
rising third-year student Samson C. “Sam”
Newsome, that example came from his
grandfather.
Newsome’s grandfather was forced
to flee Cuba shortly after the end of the
revolution during the 1960s. He had
been a prominent attorney in Cuba, after
attending the University of Havana School
of Law, but he was forced to start over in
the United States. He washed dishes in a
restaurant to provide for his family with
every intention of becoming a practicing
attorney again. However, by the time he
was ready to sit for the bar exam, he was
suffering from Alzheimer’s disease and
never was able to pass.
“It is a huge deal to be able to follow
in his footsteps and kind of finish what he
started,” Newsome said.
However, Newsome did not always
think a law degree was within his reach,
so he pursed another passion first, the
Marines.
“My father always told me and my
siblings, ‘You can do whatever you want,
but you owe a debt to your country.’
It’s as simple as that. He said it, and we
believed it.”
Newsome received a full scholarship
to attend the Virginia Military Institute
in Lexington, Va., where he majored in
International Studies and Spanish.
While studying at VMI, Newsome
had the opportunity of a lifetime to study
abroad in Cuba at the same university that
his grandfather attended.
“Studying in Cuba during 2001 was
a dream come true for my family. At
that point, only my aunt had gone back
to Cuba, and I was the second. I always
wanted to go back. It’s like a piece of my
heart is always in Cuba.”
As a VMI graduate, Newsome attended
The Basic School in Quantico, Va., for six
months and then began Infantry Officer
School. From 2004 to 2007, Newsome
served two, seven-month tours of duty in
Iraq. Afterward, he returned to Virginia to
teach at The Basic School until 2009.
While he enjoyed teaching, Newsome
said he still wrestled with the idea of
www.law.uga.edu
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Texys Morris: Lifelong public servant

F

“It is a huge deal to be
able to follow in [my
grandfather’s] footsteps …”
attending law school. When the Marines
gave him the go-ahead and agreed to
pay his way, Newsome jumped at the
opportunity.
“I had my heart set on Georgia because
my wife and I had just decided to settle
down here and because I considered it the
best school.”
As a Georgia Law student, Newsome
is involved in many student organizations
including the Military Justice Society, the
mock trial program and the Christian
Legal Society, to name a few.
Upon graduation, he hopes to become
a Marine judge advocate general and deal
specifically with military criminal law.
“Being a judge advocate means
that anything I do in the Marines will
relate to the law. It seems to be a great
combination.”
With such a varied background,
from Marine to teacher to law student,
Newsome says he is most proud of his
family.
“Despite all the changes in my life
over the last 10 years, I’ve been able
to maintain a good relationship with
my family. I have been married to my
wonderful wife for seven years and I have
two great children. I am just so grateful
for my family and their support.”
www.law.uga.edu

or recent graduate Texys V. Morris, public service runs in the family. Growing up
in Maysville, Ga., Morris always hoped to make a career out of giving back.
“My dad is a public defender, and I grew up working with him and being exposed to
his clients and his cases. I saw firsthand how he made a
difference in other peoples’ lives, and I knew I wanted
to do the same.”
At the age of 13, Morris started volunteering at
Good News At Noon, a soup kitchen and homeless
shelter near her hometown, which she said was a “life
changing” experience.
“I realized how important it is to try and find out
where everyone is coming from and to meet in the
middle. Since then, trying to find common humanity
has become an overarching theme of my volunteering.”
Morris continued to volunteer throughout high
school and college, and after completing her bachelor’s
degree, she joined the Peace Corps.
“I really wanted the adventure. I wanted to go out
in the world, get out of my comfort zone and interact
with other cultures. To me, the Peace Corps embodied
all of those things.”
Morris was assigned to work in Lesotho, Africa. Her
job was to educate local youth about HIV and AIDS.
While her time in the Peace Corps was “worth it,”
aspects of the program were extremely challenging.
“[T]rying to
“They always say the Peace Corps is the hardest job you’ll
find common
ever love, and I think that is very, very true. The hardest part
was when I wasn’t able to affect the amount of change I initially
humanity has
expected. Everyone always hopes to see education turn into
become an
significant behavioral changes quickly, but it took longer than I
thought.”
overarching
After the Peace Corps, Morris delivered speeches about her
theme of my
experience while also working with the H.E.L.P. program, a
mental health treatment court in Hall County. But it wasn’t
volunteering.”
until she started working at Bread for the City, a comprehensive
service nonprofit in Washington, D.C., that a career in law really
became a goal.
“This was my first time working in civil legal services, and though I liked it a lot,
I knew I couldn’t help people the way I wanted to without a law degree. Before I was
considering social work, but by the end of that year, I knew I wanted to pursue law.”
During her three years in Athens, Morris – a James E. Butler Scholarship recipient –
took advantage of the many service learning opportunities offered by Georgia Law such as
the Criminal Defense Clinic and the Public Interest Practicum. She furthered her practical
skills by working at the Orleans Public Defenders and the Bronx Defenders during her law
school summers.
She also helped start the Public Interest Law Council, which sponsors a variety of
programming with the goal of encouraging law students to go into the public interest field.
“In law school it’s easy to become competitive and want to pursue a corporate career,
which is fine. But my co-founders and I really wanted to form a group that would foster
student interest in public sector work.”
This fall, Morris plans to continue honing her legal and philanthropic skills at
Georgetown Law School as an E. Barrett Prettyman Fellow, a two-year post in criminal
defense that will lead to a Master of Laws degree. This fellowship is awarded to only two
law graduates nationwide each year.
—All profiles by Curry Andrews
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Advocacy program continues to excel
Georgia Law’s advocacy program had another strong season at the national, regional and
state levels earning two championship trophies in addition to several individual and team
honors. Below are some highlights from the 2010-11 academic year.

National Moot Court Competition

Intrastate Moot Court Competition

Georgia Law finished as one of the top eight teams out
of nearly 200 from across the country in this year’s National
Moot Court Competition. This is the third time in the past
four years the school has advanced to this level. Representing
the law school were third-year students Meredith C. Lee (left)
and Michael T. Rafi. Lee was named best advocate earlier in
the year during the regional round of the competition.

Georgia Law took home the championship trophy and
the Best Brief Award at the 2011 Intrastate Moot Court
Competition, which includes two teams from each of Georgia’s
five law schools. This is the sixth consecutive year UGA has won
this tournament and the eighth year in a row it has captured the
best brief title. The championship team consisted of second-year
students (l. to r.) Samuel H. Sabulis, Andrew M. Bagley and
Rachel D. Ivey. Second-year students Bailey A. Blair, William
F. Crozer and J. Hunter Knowles also represented UGA in the
competition and finished as semifinalists.

National Civil Rights Moot Court Competition
In the National Emory Civil Rights and Liberties Moot
Court Competition, Georgia Law advanced to the semifinal
round, and both team members took home oralist awards.
Third-year student and best oralist Shemanne T. Davis was
joined by classmate Erik B. Chambers, third best oralist, in this
contest.

Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot
Georgia Law placed 17th in the world and finished in
the top three U.S. teams in the Willem C. Vis International
Commercial Arbitration Moot, which takes place in Vienna,
Austria, and consists of approximately 250 teams from
more than 60 different countries competing for top honors.
Representing the law school were third-year students Yvonne
S. Godfrey, Mary Catherine Moore, Amanda M. Waide and
Francis M. “Donald” Wakeford.
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National Trial Competition
At the regional round of the Texas Bar Association National
Trial Competition, Georgia Law secured a quarterfinal
finish out of 24 teams from across the Southeast. The team
was composed of third-year students Michael T. Rafi and
Christopher B. Newbern.

Hulsey-Kimbrell Moot Court Competition
Georgia Law defeated the University of Florida in the
annual Hulsey-Kimbrell Moot Court Competition, held on
the eve of the Georgia-Florida football game. In winning this
courtroom battle, third-year students David S. Ballard and Erik
B. Chambers improved the law school’s record in this rivalry to
19-8-2.
www.law.uga.edu

CLASS of 2011 COMMENCEMENT

Atlanta mayor encourages graduates to tackle hard issues

Second-year students (l. to r.) Meghan Plantz,
Nate Hill and Laura Pinon competed against
teams from around the world to capture a fourth
place finish at The Negotiation Challenge, an
international competition held in Germany.

Negotiation team takes
fourth in international
competition
Georgia Law’s negotiation competition teams had
another strong season with this year’s highlights
including a fourth place finish in The Negotiation
Challenge, an international competition held in
Leipzig, Germany.
This two-day tournament involved law
and business students from five continents
negotiating with each other in four different
commercial transactions. Georgia Law was one of
only 12 teams in the world selected to compete in
this tournament and was the only team selected
from the United States. Representing the law
school were second-year students Nathan A. Hill,
Laura K. Pinon and Meghan R. Plantz.
Georgia Law also had teams participating in
transactional based tournaments at the national
and regional level. Third-year students Rishi P.
Chhatwal, Anne Marie Pippin and Jennifer A.
Potts competed at the Transactional Lawyering
Meet in Philadelphia, while second-year
students Sonya L. Hanafi and Pinon and
third-year students Bradley D. Kay and Potts
participated in the American Bar Association
Regional Negotiation Competition in Tampa.
www.law.uga.edu

s this year’s commencement keynote speaker, Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed challenged
Georgia Law students to do something special with their degrees and to dare to
make the hard decisions that will change America’s course for the better.
“You are inheriting a world that is far different from the one that you were born into.
Much has changed in a generation. Our cities, our nation and our world are faced with
sobering challenges. Challenges which demand
our best, which demand that we make hard
decisions and, the fact of the matter is, you
represent the best of us.”
National security threats, economic
competition from foreign countries, the
growing national deficit, environmental
concerns and America’s educational system
were examples given by Reed of the issues that
the Class of 2011 will be charged with solving.
“As a generation you must decide, like
those who came before you, to do what is
necessary and to do what is hard and to face
every challenge that stands in the way of the
continued advancement and security of our
communities.”
He also said to “always remember that
justice and fairness are really inspiring notions.
But it takes real people – real life hard working
men and women – to make them actionable
[and] to take what is in the book in the library
and infuse [those concepts] into people’s lives.”
“[W]hen you feel it is
Reed reminded students that they are joining
impossible, remember
a profession that has been “a unique source of
good” and encouraged them to stop and ask
these days here and
themselves, “What will I achieve?”
know that you can.”
“… [A]t the end of the day, when all is
said and done, you extend your own life by
contributing to something that will outlast it.”
Reed also suggested that the graduates choose to face adversity at some point during
their lives, rather than turn from it. He then referenced the story of David and Goliath
and spoke about what must have been going through David’s head before he threw
that fateful stone.
“We are always choosing, always deciding, always having to make hard decisions
if we want to do something special. Each of us face such moments before we do
something significant.
“… [I]f we lack the will to act and just allow the thought to pass, no one outside of
ourselves will know. However, there is no worse feeling in the world in the depths of our
own spirit than knowing our defining moment came and went and we did not respond.”
He acknowledged that all of this is easier said than lived but added, “I know what you
can do. When you stumble, keep moving. When you are down, don’t ever stop. And when
you feel it is impossible, remember these days here and know that you can.”
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